
iServer for Education
In education like in any other sector, technology has changed the way we work. To ensure they continue 
to resonate with their audience and remain relevant, many educational organizations around the world are 
undergoing profound transformations. Aimed at streamlining operations and elevating the level of service, 
these changes mark the transition from an outdated, largely inefficient mode of business to a more agile and 
customer-centric one. 

Supporting this important process is iServer, a market leading enterprise architecture management suite. 
iServer helps organizations from around the world to  successfully plan and execute their Business and IT 
Transformation. The platform’s user-friendliness and extensive functionality explain why so many educational 
institutions employ it to gain insight into how they deliver their services. 

• Centralized repository acting as single    
 source of truth for all enterprise content 

• Collaborative and familiar working    
 environment leveraging MS Office    
 applications 

• The most flexible meta-model on the    
 market 

• Superb, business-friendly visuals, models   
 and reports 

• Mature governance tools (user group    
 permissions, traceability, versioning,    
 workflow system, GRC frameworks    
 support) 

• Comprehensive communication    
 capabilities for stakeholder engagement 

• Powerful Impact Analysis engine

• Obtain Strategy-Business-Technology    
 alignment to improve planning and    
 streamline the transformation process 

• Achieve Organizational Excellence by    
 designing an integrated Enterprise    
 Architecture that ensures optimum    
 cooperation between  people, processes   
 and technologies 

• Facilitate the implementation of new    
 technologies 

• Improve the service levels for employees   
 and students 

• Reduce cost by eliminating redundancies   
 and inefficiencies in the current     
 environment and making better investments  
 in the future

Features Benefits

https://www.orbussoftware.com/
https://www.orbussoftware.com/products/iserver/book-demonstration/


Gartner’s Peers Insights portal contains over 100 verified and comprehensive 
customer reviews of iServer, more than any other EA Tool Vendor.

View all the reviews here...

‘More 5 Star Reviews than any other 
EA Vendor’

‘99% Recommendation Rating’We average ‘4.5 out of 5’ Stars

www.orbussoftware.com

* As of 19th December 2017, Orbus Software has an Overall Rating of 4.5 out of 5 in 
the Enterprise Architecture Tools market, based on 120 reviews. Don’t take our word 
for it! We think customer reviews are the ultimate endorsement. Gartner Peer Insights 
provides an independent feedback platform for Enterprise Architecture tools.

iServer Education Sector Customers

* 

• University of Cambridge  
 Local Examinations   
 Syndicate 

• Deakin University

• Lund University 

• Umeå University 

• Swansea University

• Griffith University 

• Loyola University Chicago 

• University of Exeter

https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/enterprise-architecture-tools/vendor/orbus-software?industry=9845
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